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Beauty of Cannabis is a visual journey into the spectacular marijuana strains being grown in

the 21st Century. Award-winning photographer Spurs Broken takes us as deep as the lens will

allow by directing light into the valleys between the leaves and through fissures full of crystal

trichomes to reveal the beautiful strands, strings, and balls of earthly delight.Readers will learn

to direct light inside each bud so it can reflect off the crystals to reveal beautiful colorsand will

discover the rewards of alternating the depth of field by a few microns to find the deep-orange

pistils and the saturated brilliance that manifests from the contrast when a shot is done just

right.Cannabis connoisseurs will delight in intimate views of what they’re smoking, as Spurs’

signature style of macro-photography reveals the makeup of each plant’s personality and

characteristics of the individual strains in all their glory.

I love Spurs Broken artwork so much that I use it in my published works. Got to love the way he

sees and interprets cannabis. Jorge Cervantes, Author, Photographer.Spurs Broken is at the

top of my list as a premium photographer of cannabis, not only because of his vision, but also

for his activism on the part of all medical cannabis patients before it was a “thing to do.” His

macro-photography evokes images of the inner space of the flower and to the outer space of

shiny resin stars against a cloudless dark night sky. ~ Ophelia Chong, Founder & Owner Stock

Pot Images – The First Premium Stock Agency for Cannabis Photography --This text refers to

the paperback edition.About the AuthorRobert R. Sanders (a.k.a. Spurs Broken) is a pioneer in

the industry’s journey from analog to digital. His work spans half a century, and he has won

numerous awards in creative design, animation, and photography. He was nominated for an

Emmy for Fire Mountain (a news documentary detailing the eruption of Mt. St. Helen and the

Pacific Ring of Fire) and mentored thousands of aspiring artists through his photographic

lighting workshops, lectures, and as an adjunct professor at the Academy of Art University–

San Francisco. As a student of light, he continues to push the boundaries to discover new ways

to express passion in each and every photo. As a successful commercial photographer,

Robert’s work is sometimes dramatic and clever, controversial, and humorous, but always

intriguing and impacting. His passion and expertise have led him to develop a signature macro-

photography style, through which he shares the beauty of the cannabis plant. Robert lives in

Beaverton, OR. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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front cover—This vain, beautiful full-bodied cola of Liberty Garden’s Kirkwood, a few days

before harvest, is only one flower in a room full of hundreds, each reaching for light. This is my

favorite strain. It is award-winning in my mind—always impacting and impressive. Every time

the smoke smooths over my tongue and palate, it stops time. The 50/50 balance is perfect,

effortless, and produces no fatigue. It has the perfect flavor for any “cannasseur”: skunky and

Kushy that lingers beautifully.Copyright © 2019 by Robert R. Sanders.All rights reserved.All

photographs by the author unless otherwise noted.Published by:Amherst Media, Inc.PO Box

538Buffalo, NY 14213Library of Congress Control Number: 2018953357Printed in the United

States of America10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored, or

transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopied, recorded or

otherwise, without prior written consent from the publisher.Notice of Disclaimer: The

information contained in this book is based on the author’s experience and opinions. The

author and publisher will not be held liable for the use or misuse of the information in this

book.The information contained in this book is presented for educational purposes only. Check

with your local, state, and federal laws regarding possession, consumption, and cultivation of

cannabis. If you seek to use cannabis to treat a medical condition, consult with your physician

or a licensed health-care provider first.AUTHOR A BOOK WITH AMHERST MEDIAAre you an

accomplished photographer with devoted fans? Consider authoring a book with us and share

your quality images and wisdom with your fans. It’s a great way to build your business and

brand through a high-quality, full-color printed book sold worldwide. Our experienced team

makes it easy and rewarding for each book sold—no cost to you. E-mail today!ContentsAbout

the AuthorIntroductionWhat Am I Looking At?The Macro LandscapeBerry, Berry, Quite

ContraryKickin’ It Old SchoolJust Desserts(No Longer Forbidden) FruitsPurples ReignLady

Sings the BluesThese Sours Are SweeeeetCBD Strains that Take the Pain AwayAnimal

KingdomI Ain’t Afraid of No GhostOut of This WorldThat’s EntertainmentJack-in-the-

HotboxTake Me to Your LeaderPlatinum Hit MachineSuper DuperThe Three “Glooges”The

Swing SetIt’s a Pot PotpourriIndexDedicationNone of this collection would have happened had

it not been for these people in my life. Thank you. A special nod of thanks to Ophelia @ Stock

Pot Images; Ken Martin; Shane, Monty, and Scooter from Novik Industries; Dave Harvey from

Liberty Gardens, and Dan Brennan from Spooky Gardens. Thanks, too, to Stuart Olster and

Dan Warbrick for their hearts, and to Ray Savage for being there. Finally, my never-ending

gratitude to Shawn, my wife, my love, my guide, my rock.About the AuthorRobert R. Sanders

(a.k.a. Spurs Broken) is known as a pioneer and leader in the photo-industry’s journey from

analog to digital. His work spans half a century, and he has won over three dozen international

awards in creative design, animation, and photography. He was nominated for an Emmy for

Fire Mountain—a news documentary detailing the eruption of Mt. St. Helens and the Pacific

Ring of Fire.Always in the front of the lunatic mass—always leading—he has mentored

thousands of aspiring artists through his photographic lighting workshops, lectures, and as an

adjunct professor at his alma mater, Academy of Art University, San Francisco. Remaining a

student of light, he continues to push the boundaries to discover new ways to express ever-

powerful passion in each and every photo.Robert loves what he does. As a successful

commercial photographer, his work is sometimes dramatic, sometimes clever, at times

controversial, occasionally humorous, but always sensually intriguing and impacting. Passion is

always in the moment and shared through each and every creative beat. This passion, coupled

with expertise, has led him to develop a signature macro-photography style under his alter-ego



moniker, Spurs Broken, a name under which he shares the undeniable beauty of the

miraculous cannabis plant.photo c © Shawn Aveningo SandersIntroduction“Art is to console

those who are broken by life.”—Vincent Van GoghStepping into the grow room for the first time

was overwhelming. I was not prepared. There was an aroma so powerful it hit like a tsunami or

haboob, a force I was not expecting. As a self-anointed “cannasseur,” I was in heaven. I stood

silent while scanning the room, and instantly noticed the large fans on the walls, constantly

blowing, moving the air around the tallest of the tall. I look, searching now, and then I see it. I

find the one.This is the instant I see it in the light: one flower that is perfection amid the mass,

from the shadows sucking up the photons, nary a glare. Shhhhh. Quiet is what I call this feeling

of light. I imagine the tongue-like curling sugar leaves reaching for more. It doesn’t take long to

recognize all the beauty peeking out from the dark, finding just enough illumination to make a

frosty showing with colors Van Gogh splashed across his palette.Welcome to the incredible

world of “craft cannabis.” Craft-level grow is something very special, a platform of quality that is

cleared of all things negative. The grower at this level has developed such an intense

connection with the genetics of each plant, as well as with the plants themselves. I know it

sounds crazy, but not really any crazier than the farmer and his corn. The evolved cannabis

grower is bonded to his or her craft. They become what they grow, and it becomes them: their

time, their skill, their compassion, care, and most of all, heart.This collection represents dozens

of craft cannabis growers in Oregon, many of whom I’ve never met. Of those I have met, three

stand out above all the rest, each unique but more alike than they are aware. They’re humble in

their genius, yielding spiritually to the ways of nature.Spooky Gardens, Liberty Gardens, and

Novik Industries are iconic in Oregon, and I’ve truly been blessed to have walked their gardens

and photographed their flowers. Within these 200+ photographs, you’ll see some of their work

making my work easier and fun to shoot. When starting with quality, it isn’t difficult to produce

images at that same level.This book is my way of sharing the beauty of cannabis, both visually

and spiritually. My hope is to create greater understanding of this incredible, miraculous plant,

with all its healing properties—a true gift to us all. Not only beautiful to look at, it is full of color

in its core that the naked eye cannot see. It is ultimately my intention to share all that beauty

with you, take you where you may not have thought to look: from the blooming flower to the

flame.What Am I Looking At?Burmese KushAt the very tip of an infant start, a small tentacle is

salted with resin glands, each ready to become large trichome stocks or stems, capped with a

large orb: the head. It is here that the rainbow of colors permeate this flower, Burmese Kush,

revealing how beautiful the underworld of this miraculous flower can be.Blackberry

CheesecakeTo reach in with light, and to look deep into the shadows this small, can create a

disconnect to ratio and perspective. Here is a beard hair of mine laced through the orange

stigma hairs and trichome forest of Blackberry Cheesecake. This is macro!Goji OG 4The three

primary levels of capture you see are illustrated with this signature craft strain Goji OG #4, a

powerful, fruity tasting, sativa-dominant hybrid.The flower, this one only a day or two before

harvest.The bud from that flower, trimmed and ready for consumption.A deeper look into what

the grower always wants to see—milky trichome stocks or stems and nice, round resin gland

heads, sticky and full of flavor. This is craft cannabis.PinkHere are three images of Pink, a

Novik signature hybrid strain that has a mellow “get some work done” fortitude with a smile-on-

your-face contentment. Although indica-dominant, the cerebral lift makes this a good time. It’s a

relaxing, pain-relieving, sweet-tasting love strain.In the top frame, Pink lives up to the name. A

beautiful undertone of purple-pink resonates through the lobes (calyx) of the flower. The center

image is the trimmed bud of one plant from the same grow. The bottom photo reveals an area

of dark, rich violet, blending into white trichomes and blond stigma hairs—the latter creating



the soft, pinkish meld. Once the outer foliage is trimmed away, the incredible palette of color is

displayed; the purplish leaf cluster marbles the tip of the bud, transitioning into the pretty

greens.Blue Magoo, Burmese KushThe image of Blue Magoo and Burmese Kush hanging

colas show the sugar and outer fan leaves curling as they dry. The colas are hung upside-down

for several days; different strains need varying amounts of drying time. Once dry, the crispy,

thin stringers must be crumbled and snipped away for the “cannasseur,” as they completely

ruin the incredible flavor.(More) PinkSome growers like to wet trim—cut away all the outer

sugar and fan leaves, which hold more chlorophyll, and can taste of mowed lawn—while others

prefer to let the sugar leaves dry so that they crumble away, making trimming easier. For the

photographer, the view inside the folds is totally impacted by how a flower is trimmed. Cutting

away all these longer, pointy talons, leaving only the flavor-filled perfect craft bud, is ideal for

the consumer, but unfortunately impedes the macro magic. Here, the “top” flower of a full

flowering stem of Pink was snipped from the plant, carried to the studio, dried, and then set for

this shot.The Macro LandscapeCapturing a sense of distance—the depth and three-

dimensional contour of this “alienesque” environment—is much like watching a great cinematic

film, or driving through the countryside. The lasting image when a cinematographer pulls focus

in the camera to highlight selective detail, while some parts of the scene disappear in bokeh—

this is how I find “the shot.” In these two scenes, the background fades away, softening in the

distance. This is what excites me when I look through the lens.Ghost Train HazeGhost Train

Haze, an incredible hybrid sativa, uncurling for the one distant light.Snoop’s DreamSnoop’s

Dream lives up to its name—a screwy hybrid indica with a twisted kind of mellow, and a strong

one, too.The WhiteThe glittering soft sparkle just beyond the knoll in The White is how this

magical indica touches the spirit. The serious frost is full of hashy/piney goodness, but full of

potency as well. Proceed with caution.Ghost Train HazeOne of the higher THC producing

strains; be careful. Ghost Train Haze has been known to contain over 30 percent THC—

consistently, as well—which is high, even for craft-quality cannabis. The genetics of Ghost OG

and Neville’s Wreck are brilliant. Thank you, Spooky Gardens, for this bud! These magnificent,

milky-stemmed, huge orbs are some of the most beautiful trichomes I’ve ever shot.Colombian

GoldDo you see it? The most beautiful tarantula ever: orange legs, dark blues, and green of

the eyes, coming out of the image right at you. Ironically, this is Colombian Gold, a classic

landrace sativa that originated in the rich forest of the Santa Marta mountains in Colombia. It’s

earthy, skunky, citrus sweet, and usually very potent—but it won’t bite.
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K Robbie, “Beautiful Book of Buds!. Now THIS was the book I've been looking and hoping for!

No major editing or visual alterations, just beautiful images of cannabis, mostly with a macro-

lens. It would be nice to have more words/information listed with the photographs, but that's

just me being greedy. I sincerely appreciate the amazing, beautiful, detailed and clean fresh

artwork of imagery in this book.If you or someone you know always liked macro-art of

cannabis, don't hesitate in purchasing this item immediately!”

Ophelia Chong, “gorgeous book!. I love the new vision that cannabis is moving towards, this

book is an indepth look at the whole plant and written with captions that explain the beauty of

cannabis. I recommend this book to anyone looking into getting into the cannabis marketplace

as a guide and for those who just love the plant!”

Paul Tingey, “420. um...duh...why would you want a book filled with nice pictures of one of the

most beautiful plants in the world...”

jason, “It`s a tease. I love the book but its like looking at pictures of ice cream and treats. You

just want to grab the pictures and roll`em up”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great pics!. Love it!”

MoonKat, “Beautiful and Informative. The photos are stunning and it has wonderful strain

details.”



Lyle L Annis Jr, “Great photography!. Very informative and amazing photos! Bought as a gift

and am very excited to give!”

Roy T., “Best. Nice!”

Client d'Ebook Tops, “Bon livre. Un beau livre illustré de 200 photos des principales variétés

aux usa. Je conseille pour les amateurs”

The book by Spurs Broken has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 66 people have provided feedback.
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